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(57) ABSTRACT 
An arthropod repellent device for attachment to the 
pinna! portion of the ear of an agricultural animal, 
such as a cow, horse, sheep, goat, swine or the like, 
including a band or belt of flexible plastic material of 
about % inch to 1 ½ inches wide and of a thickness of 
about 3/16 inch to about% inch, the material having 
an arthropod repellent chemical incorporated therein, 
the length of the band or belt being sufficient to en
compass the base of the pinna! portion of the ear of 
the animal, or mostly thereof, to which it is applied, 
and means of penetrating the pinna and the band or 
belt to retain such in position around the base of the 
animal's ear pinna! portion. In one embodiment, a sep
arate attachment element is employed to retain the 
band into position and in another embodiment, an at
tachment element is integral with the band or belt. 

7 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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REMOVABLE ARTHROPOD REPELLENT DEVICE 
FOR ATTACHMENT TO THE EAR OF AN 

AGRICULTURAL ANIMAL 

2 
to the pinna of an agricultural animal, such as cow, 
horse, sheep, goat, swine or the like, including a band 
or belt of material oflength sufficient to encompass the 
base of the pinna, or mostly thereof, and including 

BACKGROUND, SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF 
THE INVENTION 

5 means of retaining the article in position around the 
base of the pinna. 

Still more particularly, an object of this invention is 
A common problem with livestock, particularly to provide an arthropod repellent device for attach-

cows, but also of less severity with other species, in- ment to the pinna! portion of the ear of an agricultural 
eluding horses, sheep, goats, swine, etc., is their infesta- to animal, including an elongated cylindrical attachment 
tion by arthropods. In recent years, a particularly se- element which may be positioned in an opening in the 
vere problem has arisen because of the infestation of pinna of the animal ear, including means of removably 
the ears of cattle by ticks. Ticks attach. themselves in engaging a flexible band or belt having arthropod repel-
the auditory meatus portion of the ears of cattle and go lent incorporated therewith to the attachment element 
unnoticed until severe damage is done. At the least, 15 whereby the band or belt may be removed and replaced 
ticks are debilitating to the animal and are common as required .. 
carriers of infectious diseases, such as anaplasmosis. At In another embodiment, the invention includes a 
the worst, ticks can, by their severe debilitating charac- band or belt of material having an arthropod repellent 
ter as they feed, cause death of the animal which they incorporated therein including an integral attachment 
infest. Under any condition, an attack of ticks in the 20 means for positioning in a hole the pinna! portion of an 
ears of agricultural animals results in reduced growth animal's ear for retaining the band in position. 
rate of beef cattle and milk production of milk cattle. These general objects, as well as other and more 
The consequence is great economic loss to the agricul- specific objects of the invention will be fulfilled in the 
tural industry, particularly in the warmer climates. following description and claims, taken in conjunction 

Volatile and residual acaricides have been manufac- 25 with the attached drawings. 
tured and are currently available which are highly ef
fective in repelling and killing ticks. Such chemicals DESCRIPTION OF THE VIEWS 

include 2,2 - Dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate, as an FIG. 1 is a view of the head of an agricultural animal, 
example. Chemicals of this type, have been employed in this instance, a cow, showing the arthropod repellent 
in the manufacture of arthropod repellent collars for 30 bands of this invention attached to the pinna! portion of 
dogs and cats, however, a difficult problem has arisen the ears of the animals. 
with the use of such chemicals in an expedient manner FIG. 2 is an isometric view of one embodiment of the 
to repell the ticks to prevent infestation of the ears of repellent band of this invention. 
agricultural livestock. The problem arises in that while FIG. 3 is an isometric view of an attachment member 
it is relatively easy to provide a collar for loosely posi- 35 for use in removably attaching the band of FIG. 2 to the 
tioning around the neck of an animal, such as a dog or ear of an animal. 
cat, it is difficult to provide a means of repelling arthro- FIG. 3A is an isometric view of removable collar 
pods having a propensity to move into the ear of an member which forms a portion of the attachment ele-
agricultural animal. ment of FIG. 3. 

One example of an attempt to provide the mechani- 40 FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the attachment 
cal apparatus for repelling ticks is disclosed in U.S. Pat. device of FIGS. 3 and 3A and the band of FIG. 2, as 
No. 3,765,200 issued to William T. Oldhausen on Sept. applied to the ear of an agricultural animal. 
4, 1973. In this patent an apparatus is described includ- FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of a band showing an 
ing a roll of material which extends deep into the audi- alternate embodiment of the invention including an 
tor meatus of the aminal's ear and includes integral tabs 45 integral attachment member. 
extending outwardly from an edge of the material FIG. 6 is an alternate arrangement of the collar por-
which are retained in the animal's pinnal portion of the tion of FIG. 3A including an identification tag inte-
ear by means of rivets or the like. While this device may grally connected with the collar portion. 
be successful in repelling some ticks from entering the 
animal's ear, it has disadvantages. By extending deep 50 DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

into the animal's auditor meatus, a great opportunity Referring now to the drawings and first to FIG. 1, a 
for irritation exists. A second difficulty is that all known cow 10 is shown having the arthropod repellent bands 
chemical repellents used for incorporation in plastic 12 around the base of the pinna! portions of each ear. 
material have a relatively short, useful life, extending The band 12, as shown best in FIG. 2 is a ring offlexible 
not much beyond two or three months. This means that 55 plastic material of about % to 1 ½ inches wide and 
for effective control the repellent device must be re- about 3/16 to% inch thick. The material of which band 
placed at relatively short intervals. The device shown in 12 is composed is of plastic material having an arthro-
the Oldhausen patent is not adaptive for easy replace- pod repellent chemical incorporated therein. One ex-
ment, nor, as shown by extensive research on similar ample of a chemical which may be employed for this 
devices by the present invention, would such a device 60 purpose is 2,2 - Dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate, 
be effective to an acceptable extent in controlling ar- however, this is by example only and such chemical 
thropods infecting cattle. forms no part of this invention and the invention is not 

It is an object of this invention to provide an arthro- limited to any particular chemical which may be em-
pod repellent device for attachment to the pinna! por- ployed since several known acaricides and repellent 
tion of the ear ofan agricultural animal which is easy to 65 chemicals which may be integrated with flexible plastic 
apply, effective and relatively easy to replace. materials are known in the art at the present time. 

More particularly, an object of this invention is to The band 12 has openings 14A and 14B therein ar-
provide an arthropod repellent device for attachment ranged such that when the band is folded into a flat-
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tened elongated loop, as shown in FIG. 2, the openings 14A and 14B to easily remove the band without caus-
14A and 14B are approximately opposed to each other. ing discomfort to the animal. Once an old band is re-
In addition, the band 12 includes notches 16, the pur- moved, a replacement band may be easily inserted onto 
pose of which is to make the band easily severable so the attachment member 18. 
that after attachment to an animal's ear, if the band 5 FIG. 5 shows an alternate arrangement of the inven-
becomes caught on wire, a tree limb, or the like, the tion. In this arrangement the band 12, shown in cross-
band itself will tear loose rather than pin the animal to section, includes a single opening 14A and opposed to 
such objects or result in injury to the animal's ear. it, an integral attachment portion 40. The integral at-

FIG. 3 shows one example of an attachment member tachment portion includes an integral shank portion 42 
for retaining the band 12 around the base of the pinna! 10 and an outer arrow shaped or more precisely, a conical 
portion of an agricultural animal's ear. The attachment shaped portion 44. The diameter of shank portion 42 is 
member 18 is an elongated cylindrical device having an equal to or slightly less than the diameter of opening 
intermediate portion 20 and a conical or arrow shaped 14A. The base of the arrow shaped outer portion 44 is 
integral portion 24 at each outer end. Adjacent to the larger than opening 14A. The embodiment of FIG. 5 is 
arrow shaped outer portions 24 the member has inte- 15 utilized in this manner: an opening is formed in the 
gral reduced diameter shank portions 26. The base of pinna! portion of the ear of the animal to which the 
the arrow shaped portions 24 are of a diameter larger device is to be applied adjacent to the base of the ear; 
than the shank portions 26. The diameter of the shank the band 12 is looped about the ear and the integral 
portions 26 is equal to or slightly less than the diameter attachment portion 40 is inserted through the openings; 
of openings 14A and 14B in band 12. In the arrange- 20 and the integral arrow shaped portion 44 is forced 
ment of FIG. 3, the attac_hment member has an integral through openings 14A. The device is then retained in 
collar portion 28 of increased diameter cm,xial with the position. The device may be removed by cutting the 
member and spaced from one end 24 by a shank por- band with wire cutting type pliers at either side of open-
tion 26. At the other end of the intermediate portion 20 ing 14A and the integral attachment portion 40 with-
are threads 30. FIG. 3 shows a removable c9llar portion 25 drawn from the opening in the animal's ear. As an 
32 of a diameter and thickness equal to that of the additional arrangement, the integral attachment por-
integral collar portion 28. The removable collar par- tion, including the shank portion 42 and arrow shaped 
tion 32 has a threaded axial opening 34. portion 44, may be formed of a material harder than 

FIG. 4 shows the arrangement for use of the attach- the pliable portion of the band 12 so that by means of 
ment member of FIG. 3 and FIG. 3A. The attachment 30 a proper tool (now shown) the arrow shaped portion 44 
member 18 is positioned in an opening 36 formed in may be forced directly through an animal's ear and 
the pinna! portion 38 of an animal's ear. The opening through the opening 14A in the band. When this ar-
36 may be performed as a separate operation (by a tool rangement is used, the opening in the animal's ear will 
not disclosed herein) or the member 18 may be forced need be forced only once since, when the band is re-
through the pinna of the animal to provide opening 36. 35 placed, the same opening may be employed. 
Integral collar 28 engages one side of the ear of the FIG. 6 shows an alternate embodiment Qfthe remov-
animal. After insertion of the attachment member 18 able collar 32 as used with the attachment member 18 
the removable collar 32 is threaded onto the other end. of FIG. 3. Extending from the removable collar 32 is an 
The attachment member is then affixed to the ear of integral tag portion 46 which may have an identifying 
the animal and remains in position as long as desired, 40 letter or numeral thereon. This integral tag portion 
although it can be removed by unthreading the remov- provides a means for easily identifying animals utilizing 
able collar 32. The attachment member is now ready to the devices of this invention, and may be helpful in 
receive the repellent band 12 which is looped about the scheduling replacement of the repellent bands. 
ear of the animal. The band is forced against the arrow In this description the term "ear" of an animal refers 
shaped portions 24 at each outer end of the attachment 45 to the exterior, or pinna! portion of the e~r. The term 
member so that the openings 14A and 14B are tempo- "arthropod repellent" includes insect repellent, toxi-
rarily enlarged to slide over the enlarged portions of the cants, attractants or combinations. 
arrow shaped ends. Opening 14A and 14B are received While the invention has been described with a certain 
by the attachment member shank portion 26. The band degree of particularity, it is manifest that many changes 
12 is now held securely in position around the ear of 50 may be made in the details of construction and the 
the animal. arrangement of components. It is understood that the 

The attachment member 18 is preferably applied invention is not to be limited to the specific embodi-
near the base of the animal's ear so that the band 12 fits ments set forth herein by way of exemplifying the in-
around the base. Since the band must nearly encom- vention, but the invention is to be limited only by the 
pass the ear any arthropod moving towards the audi- 55 scope of the attached claim or claims, including the full 
tory meatus portion of the ear must pass over or adja- range of equivalency to which each element or step 
cent the band. At the same time, any arthropod which thereof is entitled. 
does move into the inner ear are in close proximity to What is claimed is: 
the chemicals eminating from the band 12 and will be 1. An arthropod repellent device for attachment to 
repelled or killed. The band, however, does not extend 60 the pinna! portion of the ear of an agricultural animal, 
within the auditor meatus portion of the ear of the such as a cow, horse, sheep, goat, swine, or the like, 
animal and thereby should not cause irritation or infec- comprising: 
tion. a band of pliable plastic material of about % inch to 

To remove the band 12 it may be forced back over about I ½ inches wide and of about 3/16 inch to 
the arrow shaped portions 24 by inserting a toll (not 65 about% inch thick, the material having an arthro-
shown) between the animal ear and the band. As an pod insecticide incorporated therein, the length of 
alternative by the use of wire cutting pliers, or diagonal the band being sufficient to encompass the base or 
pliers, the band may be snipped adjacent the opening most thereof of the pinna! portion of the ear of the 
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animal to which it is applied; and attachment member is positioned through the 
means penetrating the pinna of an animal to retain pinna, said integral arrow shaped end portions of 

said band in position around the base of the pinna! said attachment member extending beyond said 
portion of the animal's ear. collars to receive said band thereon. 

2. An arthropod repellent device according to claim 5 4. An arthropod repellent device according to claim 
1 wherein said band or belt has two openings therein 3 wherein said removable collar member has an inte-
spaced such that as the band is folded into an enlon- gral identification tag portion extending therefrom. 
gated loop th~ o~nings a_re opp<;>sed and wherein said 5. An arthropod repellent device according to claim 
means to retam said band m pos1t10n around the base of 1 wherein said band has at least one notch formed in 
the pinna! portion of an animal's ear in~ludes: . 1 O one edge thereof providing a weak point in said band 

an elongated attachment m~mber havmg_ a d1am~ter whereby the band will be easily severed. 
~qua! to or less than ~he d1a~eter of s~d openmgs 6. An arthropod repellent device according to claim 
m said ban~ and havmg an mtegral pomted arrow 1 wherein said band or belt has an opening therein and 
shaped port10n at each end, the base of each arrow . . . . ' 
h d d rt. h · d" t 1 th 15 havmg an mtegral attachment port10n extendmg from. 

s ape en po 10n avmg a tame er arger an th b d · d ·d · h "d "d · · "d b d ·d b b • e an at a pomt oppose sat openmg w en sat 
sat openmgs m sat an , sat mem er emg b d • £ Id d • h h f fl d l h 
insertable through an opening in the pinna! portion . an ts O e m t e s_ ape 0. a attene 0?P, t e 
of an animal's ear, said integral arrow shaped por- •~tegral attachment portion havmg a sh?nk portion o~ a 
tions at each end being forcibly positionable dtam~ter equal ~o or less than the d1amet~r of said 
through one of said openings in said band, said 20 opemng and an mtegral arrow shap~d. port10? at the 
band being retained about the pinna of an animal ~.mter e~~ thereof, the arro~ shape~ p~rt10~ bemg fore-
by said integral arrow shaped end portions of said 1bly pos1t10nable through said o~emng 1~ said b~d, and 
attachment member. · base of the arrow shaped portion havmg a diameter 

3. An arthropod repellent device according to claim gr~ater than the no~al diameter of sa!d opening in 
2 wherein said attachment member includes an integral 25 said band whereby s~d ~ttachm~nt fort1on 1s exte_nd-
flat, enlarged diameter coaxial collar portion spaced able throu~h an op~nm~ m ~n ammal s ea! and ~orc1b!y 
from one end thereof and a threaded portion spaced through said opemng m said band and 1s retamed m 
from the other end thereof; and such position by said arrow shaped portion. 

a removable collar member of similar diameter and 7. An arthropod repellent device according to claim 
thickness of said integral collar portion, the remov- 30 6 wherein said band or belt is formed of flexible mate-
able collar member having a threaded axial open- rial and thereby deformable to fit around the pinna! 
ing therein of a size to threadably engage the portion of an animal's ear and wherein said attachment 
threaded portion of said attachment member, said portion is of a rigid material capable of forceful pene-
collar member being positionable adjacent the tration of an animal's pinna. 
surface of an animal's ear pinnal portion after said 35 * * * * * 
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